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Risk Management 
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・Potential risks are important information  

                          for the project management. 

Technical and schedule risks by each subsystem 

         are being summarized up by SEO. 

    - Careful progress evaluation for major risk factors. 

    - Back-up plans to minimize project delay. 

    - Effective distribution of project resources. 

    - Clarify and remind risks   good mitigation? 

         ‘Necessity is the mother of invention’   



Risk Management Activities 
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・Collect risk information from subsystems (Feb. 2012 -). 

・Summarize them and present at PAB (Feb. 23). 

・Some suggestion from PAB members. 

・Visit P. Grey (TMT sub-PM, Risk management leader)  

    to hear about the TMT risk management (March 5). 

・Risk meeting by subsystems + SEO  (April. 2). 

・Report at the External Review (April 17) 

・Asking subsystems to update the risk information. 



TMT Risk Management 
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・Visit P. Grey (TMT sub-PM, Risk management leader)  

    to hear about the TMT risk management (March 5). 

  - Risk registers 

     * Total risk registers <200. Risks in project management  included.  

     * Categorize the risk registers in sub-system, phase.  

     * Three ranks in ‘severity’, ‘probability’ and ‘overall risk’.  

     * ‘Mitigation’ includes prevention and back-up plan. 

  - Regular risk meetings  in every3-months. 

     * New risk entries are evaluated and approved.  

     * Review of risks triggers follow up technical  discussions. 

  - Web-based system developed in the TMT collaboration. 

     * allows real-time new risk entries & edits. 

      * All project staff have usernames,  are encouraged  

           to submit new risks & comment on existing risks. 



TMT and KAGRA 
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・We found that our concept is similar,  

      but TMT is more systematic. 

    - As simple as possible. Three ranks in seriousness. 

    - Regular risk meetings ~ every 3 months. 

    - Web-based system developed in TMT. 

We got a kind of confidence on our direction. 

We should import good point from TMT 

  - Risk management meetings. 

  - Registered information in each risk. 



KAGRA Risk Register 
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・KAGRA Risk Management. 

     - Total ~150 risks  (~10 risks for each subsystem) 

     - Risk ID, Item, Explanation, Impact, Updated date,  

        Mitigation/Back-up plan, and Quantitative evaluation  

      Probability P        0 The probability is extremely low and will almost never occur. 

                                    1 The probability is not large and will probably not occur. 

                                    2 The probability is around 0.5. 

                                    3 The probability is large and will probably occur. 

          Seriousness S      0 It will not affect the successful completion of the project. 

                                   1 It will to some degree affect the successful completion of the project. 

                                   2 It will to some degree endanger the successful completion of the project. 

                                   3 It will result in the failure of the project. 

          Degree of risk     R = P x S. 

          
・Summarized in a simple Excel file. 

・First version summarized. 

・Register and discussions by sub-groups and SEO. 

・One risk meeting. 
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kagra_risks120417.xlsx


Summary 
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・We are summarizing risk factors 

   Basic information for the project management. 

 

・First version was finished. Presented by subsystems  

  in the previous external review (April 2012). 

 

・Continuous update and remind are important. 


